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Allan, Mabel Esther. The Rising Tide. Walker, 1978. 77-014653. 136 p. $6.95.
Orphaned, eighteen-year-old Fenny has come with her friend Sue to take posses-
Ad sion of a newly-inherited property, an English coastal island on which there are her
7-9 own house, a ruined abbey, and several small houses, in one of which live old Mr.
Parry-Jones and his grandchild Ceiridwen. Fenny and Sue can't see why the old man
and the girl are so hostile, urging them to change their plans to spend the winter on
the island: they become apprehensive when the hostility changes to persecution:
their telephone line is cut, their car tires flattened. Reports on television of Welsh
resistance to a hydraulic project, awareness of the fact that Ceiridwen's father had
been a revolutionary, and the discovery of bomb-making apparatus in an island cave
lead the two to call on their boyfriends for help. Fenny has been hoping to win young
Ceiridwen's affection, and is relieved when she learns that some Welsh nationalists
have tricked the girl into cooperation by telling her her father was still alive. Parry-
Jones dies, Ceiridwen rescues the four young people trapped in the abbey cellar by the
nationalists, and it is decided that Fenny and her (by now) fianc6 will adopt the girl.
Allan's writing style is competent, and her book has the appeals of suspense, danger,
and-to some extent-roughing it, but the plot is both complicated and over-
extended.
Andetson, Margaret Jean. Searching for Shona. Knopf, 1978. 77-17056. 159p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.99 net.
In a World War II story, two Scottish girls exchange identities; Marorie is a
M wealthy orphan on her way to Canada; Shona is one of the children from an orphan-
5-6 age and is being evacuated to the countryside. Each envies the other, so they trade
clothes and papers, and Shona then disappears until the end of the book, which
focuses on the life of the spurious Shona who, with a backward child (Anna) from the
orphanage, is billeted with elderly sisters. Both girls adjust, as do their hostesses, and
the false Shona leads a happy life until it is time for college. She visits her old home,
sees the false Marjorie (just back from Canada) who refuses to admit that she is not
truly Marjorie, and goes off happily affirmed in her identity as Shona. The writing
style is adequate and the situation promising, but the promise never develops. Anna
knows, but is cajoled into silence; it is, however, not believable that both girls go
undetected. It may also thwart readers to be given no information about the real
Shona, and the book is further weakened by the coincidence of the false Shona being
sent to the very town where the real Shona's ancestors lived and being able to solve
the mystery of her lineage.
[ 1 ]
Anderson, Mary. Step on a Crack. Atheneum, 1978. 77-22767. 180p. $7.95.
While the deductive powers and psychological insight of Sarah and her friend Josie
R seem overstated, the problem they solve is fascinating, and the story Sarah tells is
6-9 deftly structured. Her mother is loving and sensible, and there is no conflict between
them. Why, then, does she have recurrent nightmares about killing her mother? Why
is each nightmare followed by the compulsive shoplifting of a worthless trinket? And
why, when Mother's sister Katrin comes to visit, does Sarah begin to walk in her
sleep? Their tenacious research brings Sarah and Josie to the discovery that sadistic,
irresponsible Katrin is Sarah's real mother and that all of the dreamed revenge is a
response to a traumatic childhood incident. Well written, the story has suspense and
momentum, and Sarah accepts her adoptive mother's belief that "we are all victims
of victims, none of us villains."
Asch, Frank. MacGooses' Grocery; illus. by James Marshall. Dial, 1978. 77-86270. 27p.
Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.46 net.
Mrs. MacGoose, bored by sitting on an egg and tending the family grocery store,
M announces she's going for a walk and leaving Mr. MacGoose to take over both respon-
K-2 sibilities. He turns them over to his son, who turns the job over to his sister. When
they've each gone for a walk, some weasels come in, make a mess of the food, and
play catch with the egg. They leave it near the stove, and the baby goose-who had
grown so cold within the egg he'd put warm clothes on-took his clothes off. Return-
ing, the family bicker about whose fault the mess is: the egg hatches and they all
realize the gosling is to blame, so they all go for a walk. There's some nonsensical
appeal in the story, but it's stretched humor and the story is slight and pallid. The
illustrations are repetitive, not Marshall at his best.
Baldwin, Anne Norris. A Little Time. Viking, 1978. 77-27764. 119p. $6.95.
Ten-year-old Sarah is one of five children, and the story she tells is primarily about
M her brother Matt, a four-year-old who's mongoloid. That's what she explains to
4-6 Ginny, the new classmate she hopes will become a friend-but Ginny seems horrified
and ends the promising relationship. So, torn between her love for Mattie and her
resentment toward him, Sarah is miserable. Cumulating difficulties convince the
children's parents to try custodial care for Matt, but they miss him and bring him
home-and everybody's happier. The book may help readers understand children
with Down's syndrome, and it does show a loving, sympathetic family, but it has a
purposive aura and just a tinge of case history.
Beatty, Patricia. Just Some Weeds from the Wilderness. Morrow, 1978. 77-28433. 256p. Trade
ed. $7.95: Library ed. $7.35 net.
Set in a small Oregon town in 1874, this story told by thirteen-year-old Lucinda
Ad describes the way in which her family was affected by the financial depression of that
5-7 year. Lucinda and her mother live with Aunt Adelina and Uncle Silas, and they face
the prospect, because Silas is almost bankrupt, of having to ask the charity of other
kin. But Aunt Adelina saves the day: trying one recipe after another for growing hair
or making face powder, Adelina comes up with a tonic. Her husband is so horrified
when she permits her picture to be put on the label (distinct shades of Lydia Pink-
ham) that he leaves home to board with the local saloon-keeper. There are various
sub-plots, including the romance of the saloon-keeper with a widow who puts him off
by producing one child after another who had been living with relatives. The exag-
geration of this-and similar incidents-weakens the story, as Victor, Willard,
Xerxes, and Zenia turn up to join their sisters Zenobia and Yolanda. Beatty tells a
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tale with convincing period detail and with a certain zest, but this novel of an enter-
prising woman has too many overdrawn aspects to be wholly believable.
Bentley, Judith. State Government; with Richard Darilek as consulting editor. Watts, 1978.
77-14490. 119p. illus. $5.90.
In a text that is logically organized, forthright if a bit dry in style, and quite
R comprehensive in coverage, Bentley describes the evolution of the first state as-
7- semblies in colonial times and the changes in state government to the present. Suc-
ceeding chapters discuss the powers and practices of the judicial, legislative, and
executive branches: the two concluding chapters give more detailed examples of the
processes in some states, and discuss the current problems and possible future de-
velopments in state government. The author is candid about such issues as lobbying,
patronage, and the need for reform. An index and a bibliography are appended, the
latter using asterisks to denote books suitable for younger readers.
Berry, James R. Kids on the Run; The Stories of Seven Teen-age Runaways. Four Winds,
1978. 77-15845. 105p. $5.95.
Seven interviews with young people who have been runaways are framed by a first
Ad chapter that describes the causes and problems for such young people, and by a last
7-10 chapter that gives advice on avoiding dangers if you're contemplating leaving home
and sources of help if you've done so and are in trouble. In the seven interviews, the
young people describe their reasons for leaving home (boredom, parental abuse,
conflict, rejection, pressure) and discuss the ways in which they ran away, but there's
little description of what happened afterward, although there are some editorial
comments and some responses to the question, "Do you have any suggestions for
others like you?" The cited material has an immediacy that makes it convincing, but
most of the seven subjects tend to be rambling or repetitive, and their statements
might have had more impact had they been edited by cutting.
Bible, Charles. Jennifer's New Chair; written and illus. by Charles Bible. Holt, 1978. 77-
11112. 27p. $5.95.
Jennifer, about to have her sixth birthday party, has been making invitations out of
M construction paper; when she sits in her very own chair to rest, she hums a song.
4-6 Then there is a fire in her home; Jennifer and her parents go to her grandmother's
yrs. house, and Grammy finds a chair in the attic that will be Jennifer's. She makes more
invitations, and at the birthday party she sits in her own chair. The illustrations show
a middle-class black family, the faces usually heavily drawn while the rest of the
picture is soft and subdued; the story is quite weak, especially because the most
dramatic event-the fire-is treated as a minor incident, more a method of getting to
the new chair episode than as a tragic or important event. The writing style is
adequate.
Bond, Nancy. The Best of Enemies. Atheneum, 1978. 77-17363. 248p. $8.95.
Twelve-year-old Charlotte expects the week of spring vacation to be boring; all her
Ad friends are going away, all her family will be busy with their own concerns. She
6-8 certainly isn't very interested in Concord's annual observance of Patriots' Day. But
her interest is caught by the fact that there are some British strangers in town, and
she becomes enjoyably involved in the plans to celebrate the memorial occasion-
which this time includes a motley crew of British 'soldiers," who engage the enemy
in a lively snowball fight. Into this not very substantive plot Bond introduces Char-
lotte's ambivalence about herself and her family; although this lacks the cohesion and
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strong story line of A String in the Harp, Bond's writing style and characterization
are just as impressive here.
Bram, Elizabeth. One Day I Closed My Eyes and the World Disappeared: written and illus.
by Elizabeth Bram. Dial, 1978. 77-86271. 28 p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.58 net.
A girl's monologue begins with the title and goes on to explain that although she
Ad couldn't see the stars she could still feel sun and wind, could smell flowers and
3-5 mother's perfume, could hear a cat meow or her brother playing the cello, and could
yrs. taste things. When she opened her eyes, she could see stars and trees. "The world
has all come back," the text ends-which in a way is a negation of the rest of the
book. The illustrations have a childlike simplicity and awkwardness, and the text,
while not substantial, can heighten a child's awareness of the senses.
Burchard, Peter. Ocean Race; A Sea Venture; written and photographed by Peter Burchard.
Putnam, 1978. 77-11034. 127p. $7.95.
As one of the crew in the 1976 Newport-to-Bermuda race, Burchard gives a de-
R tailed account of the sail, explaining terms and strategy for the edification of those
7- who don't sail, but not oversimplifying to the extent of boring those who do. His
writing is informed, lively, and personal; the event he describes has suspense and
drama. A bibliographic note and a glossary of sailing terms used in ocean racing are
appended.
Byars, Betsy C. The Cartoonist; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Viking, 1978. 77-12782. 119p. $6.95.
Alfie's refuge is the attic room where he draws cartoons and dreams of fame, where
R he escapes his mother's vacuous nagging, where he can forget that Mom is disap-




clown, Bubba is married and is an expectant father. Alfie and his sister are equally
horrified to learn that Bubba plans to move back home with his wife. Mom is over-
joyed. It doesn't even bother her deeply that Alfie sits locked in the attic, refusing to
eat, refusing to come downstairs, refusing to give up his haven. As it happens, Bubba
changes his plans, but the period of solitude has had an effect on Alfie: he sees more
clearly now that he must give up daydreams and accept the realities of his situation.
The ending is not strong, and the book is more an exploration of a situation than a
developing story line, but Byars pulls it off because of the smooth writing style, the
natural sounding dialogue, and the clear-cut characterization.
Larry. The Deadly Mandrake; illus. by Larry Johnson. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1978.
77-28448. 163p. $6.95.
To enjoy the backwoods-corn-and-superstition humor of this sequel to Pinch,
readers must be prepared to accept the naivete and credulity of the characters who
live in Four Corners. When one thing after another goes wrong (Pinch's maw be-
comes ill, a chicken crows, a grey calf is born to a black and white cow) it soon
becomes clear that someone has planted a mandrake, and the only way to end the
blight is to uproot the deadly plant in just the right way. The second, and related, plot
thread concerns the death of Jeremy Nix (who had claimed to be the cause of all the
trouble) and the community's participation in the mourning and the burial. Pinch and
his friend Sorrow Nix courageously uproot the mandrake, and Pinch comes home to
find his mother up and well. Callen's folksy style is nicely fitted to a first-person
account (Pinch tells the story) and the fact that the story is told by a child makes the
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superstitious credulity more believable. The book's strong points are its humor and
the picture it gives of a cohesive rural community.
Campbell, Hope. Mystery at Fire Island: illus. by Leigh Grant. Four Winds, 1978. 77-18311.
170p. $6.95.
Eleven-year-old Dash, recovering from an accident, is an excellent cartoonist, and
M it is a sketch of a newcomer to the island that gets her into trouble after she and a
5-6 younger brother have investigated the mystery of why the man appears to have been
in disguise and why he brings scuba tanks back when he goes surfing at night. Turns
out he's been part of an art theft gang, and his evil designs on Dash and her brother
are thwarted when their older sister suddenly appears, knocks him about, and ties
him up. The descriptive writing evokes a fairly vivid picture of an ocean beach, but
the detective sequences are long-drawn, despite an adequate writing style, and
neither the undetected activities of the children nor the activities of the thieves is
believable.
Cauley, Lorinda Bryan. The Bake-Off; written and illus. by Lorinda Bryan Cauley. Putnam,
1978. 77-24877. 42p. (See and Read Books) $5.29.
Too-busy drawings illustrate a story about animals competing in a cooking contest.
M Mrs. Beaver is sure that her rich, sweet chocolate cake will win, as it had the year
K-2 before. Mr. Hare, remembering the failure of his spinach casserole and his turnip
soup, tries to think of something that is nutritious as well as sweet; he comes up with
carrot cake and wins the bake-off. A recipe for carrot cake is appended. The message
about nutrition almost swamps the story, which is no more than adequately told.
Cavin, Ruth. A Matter of Money: What Do You Do with a Dollar? Phillips, 1978. 78-1723. 80p.
illus. $8.95.
In a practical guide to financial matters, Cavin begins by giving a brief history of
R the development of forms of money, from barter through various kinds of commodity
7-12 money (wampum, nails, cattle) to paper or metal tender designed as means of ex-
change. She describes the operating of the Federal Reserve System, changing values
in the money market, and the stock market, and gives advice on aspects of credit
buying and of saving: she discusses financial operations of a business and the in-
tricacies of the tax structure. This is not as specifically geared to information and the
consumer as is Elizabeth McGough's Dollars and Cents: The Teen-Age Con-
sumer's Guide, but it overlaps it to some extent and is equally useful. The writing is
clear, the material logically organized. A glossary, a divided bibliography, and an
index are included.
Christopher, John. Empty World. Dutton, 1978. 77-18917. 134p. $7.50.
In this science fiction novel, it is not man's carelessness that has brought about the
Ad extinction of most of the human race, but a virulent epidemic of a plague that kills by
6-9 a process of blitzkrieg aging. Neil doesn't know why he's lived through it, but he
finds himself in an empty village. There are plenty of canned goods in homes and
stores, there are cars for the taking-so he teaches himself to drive and goes off to
London. He finds that a handful of people have survived, some of them hostile and
one of them determined to keep him from going off to start a new life with Lucy. This
has less pace than some of the earlier Christopher novels, but it creates just as vivid a
setting just as convincingly, and it explores thoughtfully the personality changes that
can develop under pressure, and the values that are so deeply ingrained that they
prevail.
[5
Cone, Molly. Call Me Moose; illus. by Bernice Lowenstein. Houghton, 1978. 78-1026. 166p.
$6.95.
Martha's mother had been a physical education teacher and her father a Little
Ad League coach; both of her older sisters had distinguished themselves in sports. The
4-6 only child left at home, Martha was her parents' despair: she buried herself in books,
she was physically awkward, and she didn't even like to watch ball games on televi-
sion. Sent to summer camp, Martha decides that if people are going to call her
"Moose," she might as well look like one. She makes a set of antlers when she comes
home, utters moose cries in response to her parents' remarks, and generally acts the
eccentric loner, a situation exacerbated by the fact that her best friend has acquired a
new best friend. But then Martha finds a friend herself; Michael is another book
lover, and he takes her antlers as a matter of course, and he tells her about the
goddess Diana. Martha decides she doesn't need her antlers anymore. "Call me
Diana," she tells her parents. The writing style is competent, the basic problems of
sibling competition and self-acceptance are made convincing, and the story has
humor; it is weakened, however, by the moose-play sequence, neither Martha's
behavior nor her parents' responses being quite convincing.
Conn, Martha Orr. Crazy to Fly; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Atheneum, 1978. 77-23871. 179p.
$7.95.
It is just after World War I, and Tommy--older son of a farmer-is smitten by
Ad airplanes. There's no parental sympathy, so Tommy runs off to join a barnstorming
5-8 company of flyers, getting a job because he is an excellent mechanic. He becomes a
stunt man, learns to pilot a plane, and is called home when his father is injured.
Tommy adjusts to the break in his career, and is delighted when his father relents and
agrees that Tommy and a colleague will use the farm land for a flying school. There is
a story line here, but it is overshadowed by the details of the early days of flying: the
stunt men, the gaping crowds, the daring exhibitions of skill, the first air mail service,
et cetera.
Curry, Jane Louise. The Bassumtyte Treasure. Atheneum, 1978. 77-14381. 130p. $6.95.
Age ten and orphaned, Tommy Bassumtyte is sent to England to live with his
R cousin, also named Thomas, when authorities decide his grandmother is too old to
5-7 give him proper care. Tommy remembers a verse about treasure, learned from his
grandfather, and excitedly pursues any clues he can find that relate to ".. . A key
that unlocks / Is shut in a box / Sealed in a box / Closed in a box. . ." He investigates
boxes of all kinds, and finally finds the treasure in a box maze: it proves to be a key to
the fact that some of the Bassumtyte heirlooms have to do with Mary Queen of Scots
and to the fact that her child had been secretly smuggled into the household as a
Bassumtyte heir. The setting is as intriguing as the mystery, the characters are
adequately developed, and the story has good pace and suspense; it also has, of
course, that most satisfactory if familiar device of a long-lost treasure turning up to
save a doomed estate from passing out of the hands of the owners.
De Paola, Thomas Anthony, illus. Pancakes for Breakfast. Harcourt, 1978. 77-15523. 28p.
Hardbound $7.95; Paperback $1.95.
A countrywoman wakes at sunrise and thinks happily (as shown by a balloon
R insert) of pancakes. She gets out a cookbook, finds she has no eggs, and gathers some
4-7 from the henhouse; out of milk, she goes to milk her cow, then churns the milk into
yrs. butter; out of maple syrup, she trots over to a neighbor's to buy some. She walks
home with visions of mixing, tossing, and eating floating in the air above her. When
[6]
she gets home, she finds the cat and dog have knocked over or eaten all her in-
gredients, so she marches to another neighbor's--drawn by the smell--and sits down
to attack their pancakes. Motto on wall, "If at first.. ." The wordless story is very
explicit, nicely structured, and amusing; the illustrations have an earthy simplicity.
Doty, Jean Slaughter. The Monday Horses. Greenwillow, 1978. 77-13310. 149p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $6.43 net.
Cass meets the staff of the Foxfire Horse Farm when her own horse is injured
Ad nearby and they care for him; she works in the stables and rides in shows, and she
5-7 worries because some of the owners whose horses are trained at Foxfire insist on
giving her tips. Doty writes smoothly and knowledgeably about this subject, and the
ready audience for horse stories will appreciate the details of grooming, training,
riding, et cetera. Although this has some action, there's no firm story line, and
the author uses the book rather heavily, here and there, to vent her indignation
about doping horses or about owners who prefer to buy horses from farms or agents
in parts of the country other than their own.
Emberley, Edward R. Ed Emberley's ABC; written and illus. by Ed Emberley. Little, 1978.
77-20899. 55p. $6.95.
Artistically, this is one of Emberley's best in a long while; from handsome, swirling
Ad endpapers to tiny, inventive details and imaginative concepts (a bug laying out
4-6 blueberries to form a "B," an airplane laying a smokescreen to form an "A," pieces
yrs. of material added to a quilt to form a "Q,") the artist has used color and form to good
advantage. Alas, as an alphabet book it is less successful, since the practice of using
the first letter of a word (A for ant, B for bear, C for crow) is dropped occasionally, so
that the doublepage spread for "I" shows the word "PIGS" with the second letter
differentiated by use of color; again, this use occurs for "N," a page that shows the
word "LION." A minor weakness is the use of a word like "KIWI" for "K" on a
page in which vehicles dominate the picture, and the kiwis-not readily identifiable
by most children-are out of scale. A final page lists "some things for you to find" on
the pages, a list that repeats the variation of the text: Mice, Mouse, Mother, Mail for
"M" is followed by Lion, Raccoon, Ribbon, Lemon, etc. for "N," with the letter
"N" in a color contrasting with the rest of the word.
Evansen, Virginia Besaw. The Flea Market Mystery; illus. by Ray Abel. Dodd, 1978. 77-
16863. 188p. $5.95.
Nancy and Tombs Perez are angry when they learn that their grandparents' hand-
Ad work has been stolen, along with other products of the Senior Citizens' Cooperative
4-6 Store. The elderly couple had counted on the money for much needed roof repairs,
and the children knew that pride forbade their borrowing. When Nancy spots some of
their products at a flea market, she and her brother begin hunting for the thieves;
Nancy suspects her brother's new friend Jim is also involved in the theft. While the
writing style is not outstanding and the plot rather crowded, the book has good family
relationships, some sturdy ethical concepts, and a plot that has suspense. Despite the
all-too-usual device of having the children pursue and solve the mystery alone, the
bounds of their detective pursuits are kept credible.
Frascino, Edward. Eddie Spaghetti. Harper, 1978. 77-11850. 114p. illus. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.79 net.
Based on the author's childhood in the Bronx, this is not a story but a series of
episodes in the life of nine-year-old Eddie, who is the narrator. He goes to the zoo
[7]
with his father and brother, he takes piano lessons and plays in his first recital, he
Ad trims a Christmas tree, he teaches his dog to obey the command "Stay." There's
3-5 warmth in the depiction of an Italian-Albanian-American family, and there's some
nostalgia in the picture of a 1940's boyhood, but the lack of structure and a not
unpleasant but rather tepid writing style may limit the book's appeal to readers.
Freeman, Don. A Pocket for Corduroy: written and illus. by Don Freeman. Viking, 1978.
77-16123. 28p. $6.95.
Ten years after Corduroy, a sequel. This time Lisa and her mother go to a laun-
R dromat, and the toy bear is so intrigued by hearing Mother tell Lisa to empty her
3-6 pockets that he goes on a hunt for something he can use for a pocket. He's almost put
yrs. into a machine, is out of sight when Lisa leaves but is rescued the next morning, and
he is promptly given a purple pocket when he tells Lisa what he'd been looking for.
Freeman achieves contrast by cross-hatching some areas and combining them with
soft, free splashes of pastel watercolor. The story is low-keyed, but it's crisply told
and it has, for the read-aloud audience, the combined appeals of small adventures, a
wish granted, and a protagonist who is a cuddly toy.
Gitler, Ira. Ice Hockey A to Z: illus. with photographs. Lothrop, 1978. 78-8482. 157p. Trade
ed. $5.95: Library ed. $5.49 net.
While there are facts about play, players, and game history in this alphabetical
M compendium, they are scattered, and the book is further weakened by some omis-
5-7 sions (no entry for "rules," for example) and by the inclusion of such tangential
material as "animals," "announcers," or "luck (charms and superstitions)" or such
arbitrary entries as "Indians" or "Italians" but not all other ethnic or national
groups. A very spotty book.
Glubok, Shirley. The Mummy of Ramose: The Life and Death of an Ancient Egyptian
Nobleman; by Shirley Glubok and Alfred Tamarin. Harper, 1978. 76-21392. 82p.
illus. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.79 net.
Based on the life of one of the chief counselors of Amenhotep III, a remarkably
R informative and well-researched text is lightly fictionalized but has no invented di-
6-9 alogue. The book begins on the day Ramose dies; an old man, he has relinquished his
power upon the accession to the throne of Amenhotep IV, who-worshipping the sun
god--changed his name to Akhenaten. Through reminiscent flashbacks on Ramose's
last day of life, the authors give facts about dynastic families, the planning of tombs,
many aspects of ancient Egyptian life as it was lived by the rich and many of the
beliefs and customs shared by all levels of the society. When Ramose dies, the text
gives a detailed and explicit account of embalming and mummification as well as facts
about burial and mourning practices and the rituals and beliefs associated with death.
This has much more polish and more vitality than Glubok's Discovering the Royal
Tombs at Ur. The pictures have been chosen and placed with care; a selected
bibliography and a relative index are appended.
Godden, Rumer. The Rocking-Horse Secret: illus. by Juliet Stanwell Smith. Viking, 1978.
S 77-25489. 87 p. $6.95.
This has all the ingredients for a highly palatable story, and in Godden's deft hands
R the result is felicitous. A lonely, only child: a beloved toy that the child yearns to call
4-6 her own; haughty sisters who claim an estate that rightfully goes to a kind young man;
a threat of losing a home---and a happy, logical ending in which a child produces a
[8]
lost will that solves all problems. Living alone with her mother, caretaker of old Miss
Pomeroy's house, Tibby dreamed of having the rocking horse in the old nursery;
when Miss Pomeroy died, her nieces were ready to sell everything in the house-and
then Tibby produced the will (hidden in the rocking horse) that made young Jed, the
handyman, the heir, and that meant Tibby and her mother could stay on forever.
Nicely constructed, beautifully told.
Greenfeld, Howard. Passover; illus. by Elaine Grove. Holt, 1978. 77-13910. 32p. $5.95.
In a handsomely designed book, Greenfeld describes the celebration of a major
R Jewish holiday, giving both details of the celebratory meal and the reasons for each
5-7 traditional observance. This is prefaced by a retelling of Biblical events that led to the
flight of Jews from Egypt and to the miracle of the passing over, the parting of the
waters of the Red Sea. In keeping with the dignity of the text, the black and white
illustrations are framed and stiffly decorative in the style of early woodcuts.
Greenwald, Sheila. The Atrocious Two; written and illus. by Sheila Greenwald. Houghton,
1978. 78-4538. 153p. $6.95.
Ashley and Cecilia Moulton are children who scream, fuss, badger, plot-anything
Ad to get their own way. Ten and eleven, they are their parents' despair (their parents
4-6 give in, propitiate, never discipline) and the problem is what to do with the children
for the summer, since both parents will be away on business. Elderly Aunt Tessie
agrees to take the atrocious two: she proves to have a husband, a native American,
they like instantly. Liking Aunt Tessie takes longer, since she's not only a strict
disciplinarian, but insists they work with her and her husband to get their old house
into good shape. Plot two: someone steals the jewelry Uncle Bear has made, and
Cecilia suspects the wrong person; it proves to be a girl whose parents are lax
disciplinarians. The writing style is lively, the dialogue natural-but the book is
weakened by its didactic message and by the instant cowing of the children by Aunt
Tessie.
\Hamilton, Virginia. Justice and Her Brothers. Greenwillow, 1978. 78-54684. 217p. Trade ed.
$7.95: Library ed. $7.63 net.
Virginia Hamilton is one of our great stylists, and in this story of eleven-year-old
R Tice (Justice) Douglas and her brothers, who are identical twins of thirteen, her prose
7- carries readers through a slow beginning to a compelling and quickening movement
of events that have a quality of inexorable force. Tice is afraid of one of the twins,
Thomas, whose teasing has a cruelty and anger she cannot understand, while she
feels that her other brother Lee (Levi) protects her. She begins to be aware that there
is a strange empathy between the boys; it seems a telepathic communication. Then,
guided by a neighbor who is psychic, Tice becomes aware of her own psychic
powers-and as soon as she does, the full force of Tom's malevolence, the full
disclosure of the brutal invasion he makes of his twin's mind, and the nature of the
battle between them become evident. The story is fleshed out with other action
(Tice's participation in a snake hunt) and other characters (warm relationships be-
tween Tice and her parents, who are supportive and strong) and with a vivid evoca-
tion of the rural setting. It concludes on a hopeful, if tantalizing note, as the three
children and a fourth, son of the woman who has helped Tice find her powers, look to
a future in which they will be together, knowing they are different from other people.
". .. she was content," Tice muses, "to be different as long as she was not alone.
She would never be alone again."
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Hitz, Demi, ad. Lu Pan, The Carpenter's Apprentice; ad. and illus. by Demi Hitz. Prentice-
Hall, 1978. 77-26838. 48p. $5.95.
Black and white drawings, spare and precise in the Oriental tradition, illustrate a
Ad story about one of China's greatest craftsmen, Lu Pan, who lived during the Chou
2-4 dynasty, in the fifth century B.C. Inventor of the compass, according to the author,
the derrick, and the kite, he was a famed master carpenter. Unfortunately, the story
of his life is written as though it were a folktale: "He traveled for ninety-nine days,
climbing ninety-nine big mountains and crossing ninety-nine big rivers." This qual-
ity, plus the invented dialogue, makes Lu Pan's achievements less rather than more
impressive, alas.
Hoban, Russell C. The Twenty Elephant Restaurant; illus. by Emily Arnold McCully.
Atheneum, 1978. 77-1056. 35p. $8.95.
Hoban's quirky humor contrasts impossible happenings and a bland, matter-of-fact
Ad writing style in a meandering but original story. A man and his wife decide that a new
K-3 table, replacing one that wobbles, will have a rejuvenating effect: he makes one out of
tablewood. From this small beginning comes the restaurant of the title, with the man
making chairs out of chairwood and a restaurant out of restaurantwood: the elephants
function as entertainers, chef, waiters, and so on. When the very popular restaurant's
tables begin to wobble, the whole operation goes on the road looking for a flat place
(this all goes on for years and years) and after the tables begin to wobble again, for
another flat place. Still, the elephants say-and the man agrees, "It's not a bad life."
This tenuous ending weakens the story, which has a nicely restrained style and quiet
humor but nebulous structure: McCully's illustrations, in color and in black and
white, show her proficiency in handling line to best advantage in those pictures
without color.
Howard, Elizabeth. Out of Step with the Dancers. Morrow, 1978. 77-25928. 224p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.35 net.
The Dancers are Shakers, and in this story set in eastern New York in 1853,
M sixteen-year-old Damaris tries to adjust to the Shakers' strict faith when her father
6-9 becomes a convert and takes his family to their new home. In love with Matthew,
Damaris is crushed because he has not asked her to stay behind and marry him: she
turns to one of the Shaker men and he responds, asking Damaris to marry him in a
rare moment when they are alone. But he has been brought up in the Shaker belief
that there shall be no marriage, and he cannot abandon his faith. Hurt, Damaris runs
back to her old home, is immediately aware that she's loved Matthew all along, and
the story ends with a True Love embrace. The book does give some information
about Shaker customs and beliefs, but it gives only a narrow view of the conflict of
forced "conversion," with no depiction of the problems created for other members
of the family. Characterization is very slight, and the romance seems an unsuccessful
graft on the Shaker tree.
Jacob, Helen Pierce. The Diary of the Strawbridge Place. Atheneum, 1978. 77-22713. 168p.
$6.95.
In a story of a Quaker family in Ohio, set in 1852, twin sisters Faith and Victory
Ad differ in their opinions of the fact that their father is operating a station on the
5-7 underground railroad. Victory is Father's staunch supporter, and is suspicious of a
tough local vagabond, Skinhead, and all the family members are nervous about the
fact that the new doctor, who's been called in several times, may have noticed some
evidence that could lead him to discover and report the secret cave where the slaves
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are hidden. Both girls help, however, to avert discovery when a special search for
runaways is mounted, and they learn not to count on appearances and judge who
their friends and enemies are. The diary of the title plays a minor role in a story that
has good period detail and plenty of action, but is loosely constructed. "Victory" is
an unusual choice as a Quaker name.
ackson, Caary Paul. Howto to Play Better Soccer; illus. by Don Madden. T. Y. Crowell, 1978.
76-51450. 147p. trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.79 net.
Like Sullivan's Better Soccer for Boys and Girls, this is simply and clearly written,
R gives a history of the game, and explains the rules and techniques for a sport which is
5-9 growing in popularity with spectators and players in the United States, and which has
long been the most popular international sport. Team play and position play are
lucidly described, and the diagrams illustrating them are well-placed and adequately
labelled. A chart of official signals, a glossary, and an index are appended.
Jochnowitz, Carol. Careers in Medicine for the New Woman: photographs by Steven Rudley.
Watts, 1978. 77-17226. 118p. $6.90.
Only in a few chapters does this text really address itself specifically to women,
Ad and the suggestion that the medical careers described are for the "new" woman
7-10 makes the title somewhat misleading. Most of the chapters are devoted to discussions
of such subjects as academic medicine, private practice, or public health-areas that
are neither new nor the special province of women doctors. However, the material is
accurate and useful, and those chapters that do seem to be addressed primarily to
women interested in a medical career give sensible advice about opportunities, train-
ing, discrimination, and specialization. An appendix lists medical schools in the
United States and Canada: a bibliography and an index are included.
Johnston, Norma. The Swallow's Song. Atheneum, 1978. 77-21239. 192p. $7.95.
Allison, sixteen, begins the story with "I shall always remember the first time I
Ad ever saw Lisa Farraday." Allison has come with her family to stay with Gran, who
7-10 has become senile: the summer holds little promise until she meets Lisa, daughter of
a wealthy couple whose frenetic social life seems exciting compared to her own
unhappy home situation. Allison is wooed by Lisa's brother, and she yearns to have
the freedom Lisa and Dirk Farraday enjoy. But the more she gets to know the
Farradays, the more she knows of the serious problems in the family. And so she
gains perspective about her own situation. Johnston gives a vivid picture of a 1920's
resort community, especially of the Fitzgerald atmosphere of the Farradays' pur-
suits, but the story is weakened by having a plethora of problems: Gran's senility,
Dirk's use of drugs, Mr. Farraday's alcoholism, Allison's worry about her brother. A
colorful canvas, but too crowded.
Karl, Jean E. Beloved Benjamin Is Waiting. Dutton, 1978. 77-25286. 150p. $7.95.
Lucinda didn't know why her parents fought so bitterly, but she did know, now
R
4-6
that she was the only one left at home, how much it had helped to have older brothers
and sisters around. Nervous as she was about bullies, it was still better to be out of
the house. And, once outside, Lucinda found the abandoned caretaker's house in a
nearby cemetery, and that's where she went when both parents went off, separately
and apparently permanently. Benjamin is the name carved on a memorial statue . . .
and when Lucinda hears a voice it seems to come from the statue, but it is a voice of
an essence, a being from another galaxy. It--or they-can make the statue glow, and
the rapport is strongest when Lucinda is touching "Beloved Benjamin, . . born 1882
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... aged 7 years .. ." And so Lucinda and Benjamin talk, a neglected child and a
corporate entity from another world, trying to learn as much about this world as there
is time to learn before departing. With this farewell and with the burning of her home,
Lucinda knows her hiding place will soon be discovered-and she is ready for the
foster home she had long feared. On the last visit to the cemetery house, she finds
that the statue has disappeared. The reality and the fantasy do not really affect each
other, save for the fact that dialogues with Benjamin keep Lucinda from being lonely;
the relationship is simply another dimension in a tale told with skill and a strong
dramatic sense;
King, Cynthia. The Year of Mr. Nobody; illus. by Malcolm Carrick. Harper, 1978. 77-11830.
60p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
The idea of a "nobody" who doesn't get dinner (when a child misses a meal) or
Ad lives next door (when a house is vacant) has been used before, but here it becomes an
K-3 issue that begins to annoy Abbot's parents, since he often uses it as an excuse. The
thread that ties some nicely-told incidents together is Abbot's longing to be bigger;
he's always being told he's too small or too young to do things. Especially the things
his older brother does. Not a great deal happens-but one day Abbot realizes that he
can read the calendar, that it isn't just squares, but numbers that mean something.
"How did I get bigger without even trying?" he wonders. Not much plot, but good
writing style and perceptive depiction of family relationships.
Lacy, Dan. The Abolitionists. McGraw-Hill, 1978. 77-26872. 148p. $7.95.
Lacy provides a quite comprehensive and balanced overview of the abolitionist
R movement, prefacing his history with a description of individuals who fought against
7-10 slavery before there was an organized opposition. The text is chronologically ar-
ranged, in the main, although some chapters are devoted to special aspects of the
subject, such as "Women and Abolition." The tone is objective, the writing style a
bit dry, the evidence of research strong. Unfortunately, the closely-printed pages
contribute to reading difficulty. A bibliography and a full relative index are appended.
Langone, John. Human Engineering: Marvel or Menace? Little, 1978. 77-26030. 158p. $6.95.
Langone explores those frontiers of medical progress in which scientific ability to
R manipulate living things genetically moves into controversial areas of medical and
8- biological ethics. Should human beings be cloned? Genetically altered? Mentally
modified electronically, surgically, or chemically? If we prolong life, can we sustain a
population in a world already facing drastic depletion of resources? Langone pro-
vides background information, reports on conflicting theories, and cites research in a
comprehensive and lucid survey of the potential and the problems. Artificial in-
semination of anonymously donated sperm has already aroused censure by some on
several grounds. There are dangers possible in the escaping of germs engineered to
fight environmental pollutants. Langone doesn't offer solutions: he presents the is-
sues lucidly and lets readers take it from there. An index is appended.
Leach, Christopher. Rosalinda. Ware, 1978. 77-15923. 124 p. $6.95.
Anne, seventeen, tells the story that begins when she and her parents come to
Ad Warrender House, where her father has just been appointed curator. Instantly in-
7-9 trigued by the portait of Rosalinda Warrender, Anne investigates the fate of the girl
who had lived two centuries earlier, and she becomes increasingly aware that
Rosalinda's spirit still lives and is using Anne for its own malevolent ends. She is
almost a victim of the same fatal accident, but is saved by the one adult who believes
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her fantastic story of persecution by Rosalinda, a man whose daughter had died the
same way. And the story ends with another girl who has come to Warrender House
and is drawn to the portrait . . . The writing style is competent, with rather good
dialogue, but the book is weakened by the intensity of the fantasy element and by the
lack of enough other material to balance the story.
Lewi, Bee. A Holiday for August; illus. by Don Hedlin. Garrard, 1978. 77-13775. 47p. $4.06.
This limply concocted book may offer primary grades readers a vocabulary with
NR which they can cope, and a reminder of some of the major holidays of the year, but it
2-3 is a contrived story written in a mediocre style. A king who loves holidays pouts
because there is none in August, then creates an August holiday, Pet Day, and
everybody is happy. A sample section, "June." "Father's Day was in JUNE. The
king sat up in bed and waited for his presents. The prince and princess brought him a
box. 'What is it?' asked the king. 'It's a monkey,' said the prince. And it was!"
Loeper, John J. The Shop on High Street; The Toys and Games of Early America; illus. with
prints and photographs. Atheneum, 1978. 77-24737. 112p. $6.95.
The title is a bit misleading, since the Philadelphia toy shop to which it refers is
Ad mentioned only in the first chapter. The subtitle is more descriptive, the book being
5-7 concerned with toys (and, to a lesser extent, games) enjoyed by children in the
United States during the years 1750-1840. Loeper gives a good deal of information,
and the writing style is adequate, but the pattern of the chapters becomes rather
tedious, since almost all of them begin with a fictional child playing with a toy,
diverge to a description of that toy's history, and come back very briefly to the
fictional child. Occasionally, as in the chapter entitled "Jackknives," the text is less
about the toy of the title than about other toys. A list of museums that include or
specialize in exhibits of toys is included, as is a bibliography.
Love, Sandra. Melissa's Medley. Harcourt, 1978. 77-88965. 137p. $6.95.
The author, a former Junior Olympic swimmer, writes knowledgeably and often
M vividly, about various facets of a high school swimmer's experiences. Moe (Melissa)
5-7 is concerned about her time, her style, her competitors, and her future as an amateur
competitor-and all of this is very convincing. What is less convincing: Moe frets
about her friends, her stepfather and stepbrother, and the real father she misses, but
it's much ado about very little: everybody really loves everybody, everybody is
supportive, and the most dramatic peaks are slight tiffs or misunderstandings. The
writing style is pedestrian, but the book will probably be welcomed by sports-loving
readers.
Low, Joseph. My Dog, Your Dog: written and illus. by Joseph Low. Macmillan, 1978. 77-
12032. 30p. $5.95.
"I don't care what you say, Nancy. My dog is better than your dog. My dog is
M good. He sleeps quietly all night long. Your dog is bad. He barks at the moon and
4-6 wakes us up." Thus begins a one-boy tirade that contrasts "my dog, your dog" on
yrs. many counts. Only at the end does the audience learn from big sister Nancy that
there's only one dog, "my dog" when he's behaving well and "your dog" when he
isn't. Conclusion: "But he's yours and mine. And we love him just the same."
There's food for discussion here, but not much of a story. Low's pictures have a
lively line and bright, sometimes off-register colors, but the text is weakened by the
downbeat ending.
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McGee, Myra. Lester and Mother; written and illus. by Myra McGee. Harper, 1978.77-11844.
80p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Six episodes about a mother and her six-year-old son are illustrated with vigorous,
Ad scratchy line drawings. Most of the anecdotes are about excursions: Mother and
K-3 Lester go shopping, become separated, and find each other: Mother agrees to leave
her work and go fishing; Mother is nervous when a neighbor invites them to ride in his
airplane, but she enjoys it-and so does Lester. There's also one episode in which
Mother and Father squabble and make up, another in which Lester feels downcast
because Mother has won yet another game of pickup sticks. Just a wee bit sugary, the
anecdotes do have warmth, and the writing style has vitality: while Mother is de-
picted with some acidity, the book is permeated by a sense of the joy as well as the
love in a parent-child relationship.
Matthews, Ellen. Getting Rid of Roger; illus. by Pat Duffy. Westminster, 1978. 77-12311.96p.
$7.50.
An obstreperous first-grade brother can be a trial to a conforming fourth-grade girl.
M In fact, Chrissy is so ashamed of Roger's behavior she tells her mother's friend Mr.
3-4 Davis that Roger is an adopted child. But she finds it helps to have Roger there when
Mom can't get home one night: she misses him when he goes off alone for a weekend
with their divorced father, and when he has a minor accident while in school-the
very place he'd caused her most embarrassment--Chrissy realizes how fond she
really is of Roger. The story, which is illustrated with mediocre pictures, is written in
pedestrian style: the children are believable and the situation is realistic, but the story
line is weak, less a plot than a purposive development of a situation and a re-
lationship.
Miles, Betty. Looking On. Knopf. 1978. 77-15946. 187p. Trade ed. $6.95: Library ed. $6.99
net.
Fourteen is a terrible age to be fat, taller than most of the others in your class,
Ad awkward, and bored. Rosalie's divorced mother works in a beauty shop and urges
6-9 her daughter to dress more neatly, to cut her unmanageable hair, to lose weight.
Although she has friends, Rosalie always feels like an outsider: when a young couple
moves into the trailer next door, she yearns to be part of their lives. In fact, she
watches them from her window, even neglects her friends to be with them. Eventu-
ally she gets over the obsession and begins to make an effort to stop being an
observer and be a participant in life. Miles has an easy, natural writing style that
compensates to some extent for the fact that her story line is placid: the characters
are adequately developed and the dialogue is particularly well written.
Milgram, Mary. Brothers Are All the Same: photographs by Rosmarie Hausherr. Dutton,
1978. 77-25940. 29p. $6.95.
Photographs of Nina, who is the speaker. of her brother and sister Kim and Joshie,
Ad and of other children, illustrate a text designed to convince readers that adopted
3-6 children are simply brothers and sisters, no different from those born of the same
yrs. parents. The person Nina most wants to convince is Rodney, who lives next door.
Joshie can't be like a real brother, Rodney says, because they didn't get him at a
hospital and anyway, dark-skinned Joshie doesn't even look like Kim and Nina. But
Rodney learns that another child he knows is adopted, and he admits that little
brothers can be a nuisance (wherever they come from) and anyway Rodney thinks his
older brother (who appears to think him a nuisance) is dumb. "Brothers are all the
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same," Rodney finally admits. Not a strong statement, but an adequate addition to
the books about adoption.
other Goose. Gregory Griggs and Other Nursery Rhyme People: selected and illus. by
Arnold Lobel. Greenwillow, 1978. 77-22209. 48p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.35
net.
Eschewing the better-known figures of nursery lore (No Willie Winkie, Humpty
R Dumpty, or Simple Simon here) and the many animals, Lobel has chosen to illustrate
3-6 men and women less well known. Gregory Griggs, whose magnificent collection of
yrs. wigs, shown in frames, yields pride of place to the final frame, a bald and simpering
Gregory, is one: another is the ragged and complacent dirty old man, another is
Hannah Bantry, gnawing savagely on a bone in the privacy of her pantry. Lobel's
pictures give fresh interpretations to many of the rhymes, and all of them are brimful
of vitality and humor, the raffish ebullience of the pastel paintings looking as casual
as though they were not dependent on a polished technique.
Neimark, Anne E. With This Gift: The Story of Edgar Cayce. Morrow, 1978. 78-4159. 192p.
Trade ed. $6.95: Library ed. $6.43 net.
Edgar Cayce discovered he had extrasensory powers when he was thirteen, in
Ad 1887. He had seen a vision, and he discovered that he could "see" the text of a book
7-10 while asleep: later-and this became the basis for his fame-he found that he could
put himself to sleep and diagnose people's illnesses, telling a listener, in fluent medi-
cal terms he could not understand when awake, both the cause and prognosis, as well
as prescribing therapy. He also made predictions about the future. A modest, reli-
gious man, Cayce refused to accept money for years, finally conceding when poverty
necessitated profit. He was, of course, a controversial figure: sneered at by many in
the medical profession, he demonstrated his ability to the satisfaction of others who
then became ardent supporters. The biography is weakened by a considerable
amount of fictionalization, especially in the dialogue, and by the rather pedestrian
writing style. Today, with the great interest in parapsychology, there should
nevertheless be a ready audience for his story. A bibliography, with two books by
Cayce included, and an index are appended.
Newman, Robert. The Case of the Baker Street Irregular. Atheneum, 1978. 77-15463. 216p.
$7.95.
Echoes of Conan Doyle and Leon Garfield flavor an adventure-cum-mystery story
Ad set in London and featuring Holmes and Watson while describing the adventures of
5-7 Andrew, a Scottish boy who has come to the city with his self-appointed guardian,
Mr. Dennison. Dennison disappears; Andrew is stripped by thugs and taken in by a
poor, kindly woman. In the course of investigating several criminal cases, all of
which prove to be part of a master plot, Holmes deduces that a disguised actress is
Andrew's mother, whom he hasn't seen for ten years. The book has suspense and
action, and the writing style is adept, but it is weakened by the intricacies and
coincidences of the plot.
O'Dell, Scott. Kathleen, Please Come Home. Houghton, 1978. 78-3567. 196p. $7.95.
Fifteen-year-old Kathleen is a happy, busy adolescent, as indicated by the diary
Ad entries with which the book begins; she's on good terms with her widowed mother,
7-10 she has made a new friend at school, Sybil, and is dating a boy who's just transferred
to her San Diego high school. Sybil proves to be rebellious, sophisticated, and a drug
user. Kathleen, who has fallen in love with Ramon. a wetback, follows his advice: no
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drugs of any kind. But after Ramon is picked up by the authorities and is killed in a
border fracas, and Kathleen learns that her mother had turned Ramon's name in, she
takes off for Mexico with Sybil. In a brief central portion of the book, her mother's
diary describes the worry and anguish she feels when her child disappears. Then back
to Kathleen's diary for the third part of the book, a story of drug addiction, Kath-
leen's discovery that she is carrying Ramon's child, her visit with his family, her
miscarriage as a result of an automobile accident in which Sybil and others are killed,
her stay in jail and a subsequent period at a halfway house. And, in an open ending,
her return home only to discover that her mother has left California and has moved
about the country, following rumors of Kathleen's being seen. As a last gesture,
Kathleen throws a packet of heroin she'd been hoarding into the ocean. Presumably,
she's faced and beaten her problem. The last section of the book is less effective than
the first two: although this is an effective indictment of drug abuse, it is weakened by
a bland or cursory treatment of some of the crises in the plot, and by the fact that the
diary form at times gives an effect of artificiality.
Otto, Svend. Tim and Trisha; written and illus. by Svend Otto: tr. by Joan Tate. Pelham /
Merrimac, 1978. 24p. $5.95.
In the latest book from the latest winner of the Hans Christian Andersen Award for
R illustration, the Danish artist has created a troll family as beguiling as they are ugly.
4-6 An only child, little Tim the troll has nobody to play with, so when he sees a small girl
yrs. playing alone, he offers companionship. His huge, gentle father feels insecure away
* from the cave, and begs little Trisha to go back with them, promising to take her
home when she is ready. They have so much fun that other trolls are invited, and they
all have a ball. Trisha's parents don't believe her tale, but she shows them the huge
footprints of Father Troll, who had carried her home. And there the story ends, a bit
abruptly: nevertheless, it's a happy book, and the paintings of woodland scenes and
rollicking, red-cheeked trolls cavorting merrily are wonderfully vigorous.
Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. The World of Worms. Holiday House, 1978. 77-17117. 124p. illus.
$6.95.
Always lucid, authoritative, and concise, zoologist Patent gives an excellent in-
R troduction to various worm phyla; photographs and diagrams are carefully integrated
6-8 with textual descriptions of structure, digestion, reproduction, function, and the
habitats and habits of many kinds of worms-parasitic, as well as those that live in
sand, soil, or water. She also discusses those worms that are dangerous to other
life-forms or that are used in biological research. The subject may not have instant
appeal for all readers, but the book should be of considerable interest to a budding
biologist, and it is given minor reference use by the inclusion of a glossary, a bibliog-
raphy, and a good relative index.
Prelutsky, Jack. The Queen of Eene: illus. by Victoria Chess. Greenwillow, 1978. 77-17311.
32p. Trade ed. $6.95: Library ed. $6.43 net.
Prelutsky's poems about a series of peculiar people are merrily ghoulish, stylishly
R nonsensical, and most appropriately illustrated by the nicely macabre drawings by
K-3 Chess. There's no relationship among the poems, they simply form a gallery of
oddities described in verse that has rhyme, rhythm, and humor that are well con-
trolled. Example: "Pumberly Pott's unpredictable niece / declared with her usual
zeal / that she would devour, by piece after piece / her uncle's new automobile." Or,
"Curious Clyde was out walking one day / when he chanced on a porcupine coming
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his way / He knelt to examine the porcupine's hide- / they're still pulling quills out of
Curious Clyde." Great fun.
Rahn, Joan Elma. Seven Ways to Collect Plants; written and illus. by Joan Elma Rahn.
Atheneum, 1978. 77-21181. 83p. $5.95.
The seven ways of collecting plants described in this how-to book are making leaf
Ad prints with ink, making xerox copies of leaves, collecting dry plants, collecting and
4-6 drying plants, pressing fresh plant specimens, photographing plants, and collecting
living plants. All of the advice is sensible, all of the instructions are clear; however,
this serves more as an introduction than a handbook, since none of the seven
methods is discussed fully.
Raskin, Ellen. The Westing Game. Dutton, 1978. 77-18866. 185p. $7.95.
Lured by specially prepared ads to a new, attractive apartment building, six tenant
R families take residence in Sunset Towers, next to the old Westing house. When the
5-8 eccentric millionaire Westing dies, the tenants learn that they are heirs to a large sum
apiece, but that they must play a devious game--clues left by Westing and distributed
by a lawyer-to win the major part of the estate. Complicated doesn't begin to
describe the convolutions of the plot or the idiosyncratic deviance of the players, as
sixteen people play detective, suspecting each other and stealing clues and trying to
guess the identity of the person who is planting small-scale bombs. And one of them
has several identities. Raskin's style is staccato, her characters well-defined, her
story line a bit labored-but the device of the game should intrigue readers, and the
whole thing is more fun than its parts.
SRockwood. Joyce. Groundhog's Horse: illus. by Victor Kalin. Holt, 1978. 77-22676. 115p.
$6.95.
Groundhog is eleven, a Cherokee living in Appalachia in the mid-eighteenth cen-
R tury. Proud of his horse Midnight, Groundhog can't understand why others can't
4-6 appreciate her rare qualities. When Midnight is stolen by the Creeks as a taunting
gesture (they have taken no other horses) and his tribe's warriors refuse to risk battle
just to recapture one horse. Groundhog runs off to do it on his own. His successful
adventure brings him kudos when he returns with his horse; Midnight, he says, was
the one who knew the way home, and Groundhog at last feels that his family and
friends recognize how unusual his beloved pet is. Rockwood gives readers a well-
structured and believable adventure story: although the dialogue occasionally has an
uncomfortably moder note, the writing is on the whole smooth, and the details of
setting and culture are effortlessly incorporated.
Rounds, Glen. Mr. Yowder and the Giant Buill Snake: written and illus. by Glen Rounds.
Holiday House, 1978. 77-24136. 45p. $5.95.
Rounds' deft, scratchy line drawings have a vigor and humor befitting another tall
R tale about Xenon Zebulon Yowder, the self-styled "World's Bestest and Fastest Sign
3-6 Painter" of the Great Plains. Well on his way to joining the folk heroes of the land,
Yowder here befriends a small bull snake who yearns for better things. Yowder, who
of course speaks snake language, designs a body-building course for the snake; it is
so effective that the animal is soon longer than a train of railroad cars, long enough to
encircle a herd of buffalo. Yowder and his snake are hired by the U.S. Army, but
when there's a disastrous incident involving Buffalo Bill and the President of the
United States, Yowder and friend (by now used as a steed) quietly disappear. Save
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for some unpleasant references to Indians, the story has an ebullience and swagger
that make it as delightful to read aloud as to read alone.
Schulman, Janet. Jenny and the Tennis Nut; illus. by Marylin Hafner. Greenwillow, 1978.
- 76-51763. 56p. (Readalone Books) Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
The tennis nut is Jenny's father, who enjoys the game so much that he buys his
R daughter a racket and gives her her first lesson. Jenny is more interested in doing
2-4 cartwheels on the sidelines. Daddy's encouraging, but Jenny convinces him, by
demonstration of the gymnastic feats she's taught herself, that she's already found a
sport she enjoys. So (three cheers for Dad) he announces he's going to get her some
equipment, she's really good, and yes, she may take gymnastic lessons. Maybe
someday she'll want to play tennis, too. The style is light and breezy; the father-
daughter relationship is admirable; and the story line, although spare, is nicely struc-
tured.
Schwartz, Sheila. Like Mother, Like Me. Pantheon, 1978. 77-26695. 166p. Trade ed. $6.95:
Library ed. $6.99 net.
Jen, sixteen, tells the story of the year in which she and her mother struggled to
R adjust to the fact that Dad had gone off to Denmark with one of his students. Mom,
7-10 who also was a college teacher, cast desperately around looking for a man to fill the
gap in her life, and slowly came to realize that she could manage very well on her
own. Jen, reacting to a series of surrogates, is candid: she feels uncomfortable know-
ing that the first substitute, Percy, sleeps in her mother's bed; she shares her
mother's uncomfortable feeling that Henrik-nice as he is-is a cut below them
socially. Jen acquires a first boyfriend, but this is really her mother's story, and to
some extent the story of any woman who has been convinced that she must have a
man at any cost to her self-esteem-and it's nicely told if a bit redolent of Message.
Style and dialogue are very good in this promising first novel, and the mother-
daughter relationship is a warm one. In the end, Jen has learned, along with her
mother, not to make "compromises" that are injurious to one's own growth, and she
is wholly understanding when Daddy comes back, blithely expecting to move in, and
Mom says she loves him but can't live with him.
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. A Big Fat Enormous Lie: illus. by David McPhail. Dutton, 1978.
77-15645. 28p. $5.95.
McPhail's amusing line drawings show an engagingly ugly imaginary creature (the
Ad lie) that grows and grows as a small boy broods about the awful lie he has told.
K-2 "Father asked me if I ate the jar of cookies. I said no. But I did. And I told a lie." The
child explains: all the members of his family would have been angry if he'd told the
truth. He is rueful: he wishes the lie would go away: he talks to it with aspersion. All
this time, the lie-creature in the picture gets larger and larger. Finally, the boy
confesses to his parents and the lie gets smaller . . . and smaller . . . and shrinks
away altogether. The style is Sharmat's bland best, but the story has just a trace of
didacticism and not quite enough humor to compensate for it.
Shura, Mary Francis. The Gray Ghosts of Taylor Ridge: illus. by Michael Hampshire. Dodd,
1978. 77-16861. 128p. $5.95.
Thirteen-year-old Nat, who tells the story, has always found his sister Nan, ten, a
Ad nuisance. Since his other pet peeve is cold weather, it takes an unusual situation
5-7 (threats of tattling to their parents) to make Nat go with Nan to hunt for a compass
she's lost, their father's compass she'd borrowed without permission. While search-
ing, they met an eccentric old man who tells them of the "gray ghosts" who haunt the
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old house on Taylor Ridge and of the treasure reputedly hidden there. The ending is a
bit pat, as the children find a man trapped in a well, a man who proves to be the
eccentric character's long-gone foster son. Nat goes down the well twice, once to
rescue the man, again to get the treasure he's told is down there. However, the story
has pace, the writing style is fairly fluent if uneven, and the element of suspense
should appeal to readers. Too, Shura makes Nat's changing opinion of his doughty
little sister both gradual and believable.
SShyer, Marlene Fanta. Welcome Home, Jellybean. Scribner, 1978. 77-17970. 152p. $6.95.
The story is told by Neil, who is twelve: his sister, a year older, has come home
R after years of living in institutions for the retarded. Neil and his parents knew that
5-7 there would be problems, but they hadn't envisioned the debilitating effect of the
constant strain: the screaming, the late night noise when Gerry rocked and banged
her head, the messes she made-such as pulling labels off every can in the pantry, or
getting applesauce all over the piano keys. Dad moved out, and Neil was all set to
move with him until he noticed that Gerry was learning a few things, was
improving-and it was in part due to things he himself had taught her. So Neil
changed his mind: ". . . she was the way she was, and she was my sister." Painful,
honest, and convincing, this is quietly written and very effective in evoking sympathy
and understanding for retarded children and for their families.
Simon, Seymour. Killer Whales. Lippincott, 1978. 77-20187. 96p. illus. Trade ed. $6.95: paper,
$3.95.
A dependable science writer, Simon combines accuracy and logical organization
R with a smooth writing style and an exemplary scientific objectivity. He discusses the
4-6 legends and the facts known about killer whales, classifies and describes them, and
explains how they live, hunt, feed, and communicate. He also discusses killer whales
as predators and as captives, pointing out that those in captivity have proved to be
intelligent and friendly rather than hostile and bloodthirsty. And he points out that
animals are often misjudged because people tend to think of their behavior in human
terms, that is, to judge creatures like the killer whale rapacious because they kill
other creatures, whereas it is not only natural but also essential that they do so. A
brief bibliography and an index are appended.




Steiner describes the life of a killer whale from birth to mating, three years later.
Most of the text is constructed, despite narrative framework, to inform the reader
about group behavior, feeding habits, methods of communication, et cetera. The
"story" element is ineffectual, with some fictional anecdotal material that weakens
the book: for example, in one incident, a boy jumps from a boat to cut the net that has
trapped the whale calf-an unlikely action for an experienced fisherman who sees
adult killer whales nearby. Steiner doesn't give a clear picture of the killer whale's
scientific classification, but she does make clear the facts that the animal does not
deserve its reputation as vicious and that the killer whale fills a necessary part in the
ecological balance of marine life.
Stewig, John Warren. Sending Messages: illus. with photographs by Richard D. Bradley.
Houghton, 1978. 77-26110. 64p. $6.95.
R
2-4
A noted educator's succinct text is combined with photographs to suggest to chil-
dren the many ways in which people communicate. Two or three lines of text are
centered on each verso page; facing pages carry sets of pictures or diagrams. In
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addition to speaking, writing, and body language, Stewing points out that there is a
language of dance or mime, that there are notation systems for communicating in-
structions for performers of music or dance, that there are hand-sign languages,
Morse code, Braille, chemical symbols, and so on. Although much of the material is
available in other books for children, none has as varied a range of media of com-
munication.
\Sullivan, George. Better Soccer for Boys and Girls. Dodd, 1978. 77-16869. 64p. illus. $5.95.
Clear diagrams and photographs complement a brisk and comprehensive text that
R describes the way the game is played, explains the rules, includes a quiz to make sure
4-7 the reader understands them, and gives detailed advice on each aspect of play.
Sullivan begins with a history of the game, and discusses its growing popularity in the
United States: the combined registration for the two youth soccer associations was
350,000 in 1977. This doesn't take into account all the school or extra-association
games. Professional soccer, too, has grown to be one of the most popular spectator
sports. A glossary is appended.
Sutcliff, Rosemary. Sun Horse, Moon Horse: illus. by Shirley Felts. Dutton, 1978. 77-25440.
11 2p. $7.95.
Based on the White Horse of Uffington, a huge figure cut into the chalk hills of the
Ad Berkshire Downs, this is an imaginative explanation of its origins, set in the time of
6-8 the Iceni, two millennia ago. Invaded by Attribates, conquered and imprisoned, the
Iceni longed to be free, and their chance came when Lubrin. the only surviving son of
the chieftain, struck a bargain with the Attribate chieftain. Lubrin, whose artistic
ability had been noticed, could gain his tribe's release if he would make a white horse
as a frontier mark on the hillside. Most of the story gives background-through
Lubrin's boyhood-about the Iceni, or describes the planning and execution of the
memorial: the story ends with Lubrin sacrificing his life as a gift to "quicken the
god-horse of his making." While Sutcliffs gift for making the people of another time
real is no less here than in earlier books, the story is overshadowed by its purpose to
some extent.
Tanz, Christine. An Egg Is to Sit On: illus. by Rosekrans Hoffman. Lothrop, 1978. 77-90534.
28p. Trade ed. $5.95: Library ed. $5.49 net.
Tanz combines the "hole is to dig" approach with the turn-of-page surprise pat-
Ad tern: "An egg is to sit on" (turn) "if you are a chicken." "A nose is to wash your
3-6 back with" (turn) "if you are an elephant." "A ponytail is to swat flies with" (turn)
yrs. "if you are a pony," and so on. There's a mild humor in the concept, and it's
strengthened by the excesses of the illustrations: in the double-page spread for "A
nose is to wash your back with," an enormous bathtub holds a dozen children in odd
dress, most of them trying the nose-to-back wash. There's a bit to be learned about
animals (elephants can spray their own backs by using their trunks, chickens sit on
eggs) but the whole is slight, if amusing.
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